
AUTOMATED SAP CYBERSECURITY & COMPLIANCE
Choose SAP Cybersecurity and Compliance Without Compromise From the Industry Leader

At Onapsis, we know that maintaining regulatory compliance while also preventing cyberattacks requires trade-offs 
between risk and resources. Compliance with internal audits or regulatory schemes often escalates a project’s priority, 
forcing enterprises to put time-consuming audit requests ahead of initiatives to address security needs.
 

That’s why we engineered our cybersecurity solutions to automate the monitoring and protection of SAP applications, 
keeping them compliant and secure from insider and outsider threats. As the proven leader in SAP cybersecurity, global 
enterprises trust Onapsis to proactively protect the essential systems, information and processes that help them run 
their businesses.

ONAPSIS SECURITY PLATFORM
The Onapsis Security Platform is the first cybersecurity solution that automates 
vulnerability detection, threat response, and audit and compliance tasks for SAP 
systems. By partnering with Onapsis, your enterprise can unlock new security and 
compliance capabilities in three key areas: 

AUTOMATE 

• Continuous vulnerability scanning and alerts proactively identify   
 and bring attention to misconfigurations and outside threats. 

• Improve work flows to reduce resources committed to audit and   
 compliance data tasks. 

• Compensating controls help satisfy regulators and maintain   
  compliance between audits. 

INTEGRATE

• Implementation and customer success services accelerate the  
 maturity of an enterprise’s cybersecurity organization. 

• Custom data links feed your existing SIEM tools, including  
 Splunk and QRadar, to provide a unified view of risk.

• SAP-certified add-on assures BASIS teams of system   
 compatibility.

ANTICIPATE 

• Onapsis Research Labs provides industry-defining threat   
  intelligence to prepare our customers for what’s next. 

• Research feeds development of new features to address  
 emerging needs.

• More than 300 SAP and Oracle vulnerabilities reported to date.

According to recent research:

92%          of IT security  
         professionals 
indicated an SAP breach would 
be serious, very serious or 
catastrophic

65%          indicated they had  
         been breached 
at least once in the past 24 
months 33% were breached 
three times or more

59%          believe Cloud,  
         HANA, Fiori and 
IoT all increase the likelihood 
of an attack

$4.5M   average  
  cost per 
incident to take SAP offline

YOU CAN’T SECURE WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE
With our free Business Risk Illustration service, Onapsis gives you instant visibility into your SAP landscape and a baseline 
assessment of ERP security risk. You receive detailed reports on existing vulnerabilities and how they can be exploited by 
attackers as well as recommendations on remediation steps.  

For details about a Business Risk Illustration from Onapsis, visit www.onapsis.com/BRI or text “BRI” to 31996.



ONAPSIS RESEARCH LABS
SAP and Oracle Security Threat Intelligence is produced by 
Onapsis Research Labs, a team of recognized security 
experts who help the industry and our customers stay on 
the leading edge of ERP cybersecurity. In fact, over 90% 
of all SAP Security Notes were released after the 
founding of Onapsis in 2009. Onapsis Research Labs have:

• Worked hand in hand with the US DHS to
release the first ever DHS Cert Alert for SAP
Business Applications

• Released over 200 SAP and Oracle security
advisories to date, including over 50 focused on
SAP HANA.

• Responsibly reported more than 500 SAP and
Oracle vulnerabilities to date.

• Delivered research on the top 10 attack vectors
affecting SAP Business Objects, SAP HANA, SAP
Mobile, SAP ABAP, J2EE Portals, Oracle JD Edwards
and Oracle E-Business Suite

ABOUT ONAPSIS 
Headquartered in Boston, MA, Onapsis serves over 200 
customers, including many from the Global 2000. 
Onapsis solutions are the de facto standard for leading 
consulting and audit firms such as Accenture, Deloitte, 
E&Y, IBM, KPMG and PwC.

Onapsis solutions include the Onapsis Security Platform 
for SAP, which is currently the most widely-used SAP-
certified cybersecurity solution in the market, and the 
Onapsis Security Platform for EBS. Unlike generic 
security products, Onapsis' context-aware solutions 
deliver both preventative vulnerability and compliance 
controls, as well as real-time detection and incident 
response capabilities to reduce risks affecting critical 
business processes and data. 

Onapsis continues to receive industry recognition and 
lead the market with its groundbreaking work. It has 
recently been placed #247 on the Deloitte Technology 
Top 500.

PRIVATE, PUBLIC 
OR HYBRID 

CLOUD DEPLOYMENT

STANDARD ON-PREMISE 
DEPLOYMENT

The Onapsis Security Platform can be deployed in any SAP environment—from on-premise to private, public or hybrid 
cloud configurations. As an SAP-certified add-on, BASIS teams can be confident in system compatibility and avoid service 
warranty issues that may arise from uncertified solutions. OSP’s web-based user console allows a diverse set of team 
members access to functionality and reporting tailored to their role in your cybersecurity and compliance program.




